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Being a committed supplier to the UK Police, AGX continue to review changes and new requirements 
in the world of forensics within the forces and work to develop solutions to match these changes.  
 
With the field of scanners increasingly becoming a more specialist market, manufactures are no 
longer developing or producing scanners designed for the capture and scanning of fingerprints. AGX 
have been preparing for this change by researching and developing a new digital device to provide 
the solution to capture and image fingerprint lifts, the result of this research and development is the 
creation and production of the AGX QCD or Quick Capture Device. 
 
The QCD is specifically aimed at the forensics market, the system uses a high-resolution imaging 
device and a specially designed internal lighting system. The QCD data capture system generates 
photographic quality images at the size required for 1:1 comparison, matching and printing. It 
displays live view images of lifts and ten print forms which can be rotated to achieve maximum detail. 
The software then captures the image and saves it to be used for analysis and identification.  
 
The unit is small and easily transportable and can run on a USB3 connection to a PC or laptop, it's 
size and ease of use makes it ideal for use either in the field or at regional CSI base. 
 
Specifications: 
 

Interface  USB 3 only 
Resolution   700 ppi  
Weight   2.4 kg 
Power    USB Powered 
H/W/D   24 / 27 / 23 cm  ( Allow space for cabling. ) 
Software   LSP4 licence or CaptureQCD ( Win10 / i5/ 8GB or above )  
Warranty   12 months RTB 

 
 
For more information contact AGX. 


